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This invention relates to railway signaling 
systems, and more particularly pertains to the 
provision of track circuits in connection with 
croSSOvers between adjacent parallel tracks. 

In most track circuit arrangements now in 
use in connection with crossovers, it is possible 
for a single car or locomotive to occupy a dan 
gerous position. On the crossover without setting 
the signals on the adjacent parallel tracks at 
stop. The reason for this is that, since adjacent 
parallel tracks are usually so close together, the 
provision of insulated joints at the mid-point of 
the crossOver does not represent the actual foul 
ing or clearance point of the cross over. Thus, 
if a train proceeds over the crossover and just 
paSSes the insulated joints at the mid-point of 
the CrossOver, the main track which the train has 
just left may still be fouled by the rear end of 
such train because of the closeness of the cross 
Over track to the main track. 

In view of the above considerations, it is pro 
posed in accordance with the present invention 
to provide an improved track circuit organiza 
tion in connection with a crossover whereby a 
car or locomotive on any part of the crossover 
will place the signals of both parallel tracks at 
stop and maintain such condition until the train 
wholly leaves the track sections including the 
crossover irrespective of the position of the 
SWitches. 

It is further proposed that the turnout foul 
ing rail for each track of the crossover shall 
be associated with the detector track circuit for 
its associated main track in such a way as to 
provide broken rail protection without requiring 
any additional apparatus. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide the proposed track circuit organization 
for the crossOver in Such a way that the con 
tinuity of the right-of-way track circuits shall 
be controlled in accordance with the condition 
of crossover detector track circuits to thereby 
avoid inserting the detector track circuit control 
into the regular signaling line circuits. It will 
of course be obvious that such an arrangement 
is particularly adaptable for use with relatively 
long coded track circuits for the right-of-way 
where there are no line Wires. 
Other objects, purposes and characteristic 

features of the present invention will be in part 
obvious from the accompanying drawing, and in 
part pointed out as the description of the inven 
tion progresses. 

In describing the invention in detail, reference 
will be made to the single accompanying draw- 55 
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ing which illustrates : one embodiment of the 
present invention employing conventional direct 
current track circuits of the normally closed cir 
cuit type. 

In the drawing, two parallel adjacent tracks 
A and B are shown, and it is assumed for con 
venience in the disclosure that track A is for 
West bound traffic and that track. B is for east 
bound traffic. . . . . The track A is shown as having a right-of 
way or regular signaling track circuit with the 
usual track battery 5 and track relay TA sep 
arated from the rest of the stretch of track by 
the usual insulated joints. This right-of-Way 
track circuit is divided into two parts including 
track section 6 and track-section , by reason 
of insulated joints forming a detector track sec 
tion DA associated with the switch SA at the 
left-hand end of the crossover. This detector 

20 track section. DA has a track battery 9 and a 
track relay TDA included in the track circuit, 
as will be presently described. 

Similarly, the track B has a right-of-way track 
circuit with a track battery 0 and a track relay 

25 TB which track circuit is divided into sections 
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and 2 by reason of the insulating joints forming 
the detector track section DB associated with the 
track. Switch SB at the right-hand end of the 
crossover. The detector track section DB has a 
usual track battery 3 and a track relay TDB 
associated therewith, as will be presently de 
scribed. - , . . 
Each of the track switches SA and SB are 

assumed to be of the usual manually operated 
type having associated therewith the Switch 
stands 4 and 5 respectively. These switch 
stands 4 and 5 for the purpose of the present 
embodiment of the invention are considered to 
be of the conventional hand-operated type of 
switch stand, but it is to be understood that the 
principles of the present invention may be 
readily applied to a crossover having power 
operated track switches at its opposite ends. 
Each of the switches SA and SB is provided 

with suitable switchbox or circuit controller con 
tacts SCA and SCB respectively. These switch 
circuit controller contacts may be operated by 
any suitable mechanism, such as shown for ex 
ample in the prior Patent No. 1,899,894 granted 
to O. S. Field on February 28, 1933, but it is to 
be understood that any suitable contact mech 
anism may be employed providing that the con 
tacts associated therewith are closed in their 
normal positions shown only when the corre 
sponding switch is in a normal locked position, 



2i. 
and which contacts are opened whenever the 
track switch is unlocked and in an intermediate 
or reverse position. 

Referring to the switch SA, it will be seen that 
the movable point 6 is bonded to the running 
stock rail T by a suitable bond connection f8; 
while an insulated joint 9 is located between the 
heel of such movable rpoint and the switchfrog: 
The other movable point 20 is normally's held 
against the turnout stock rail 2 f and is bonded l0 
thereto by a suitable bond connection. 22. In 
sulated joints 23 are located at the midpoint of 
the crossOver rails, and the crossOver rail as 
sociated with the frog of Switch SA is suitably 
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43 of switch box SCA in a normal position, front 
contact 44 of relay S, windings of relay S, to the 
negative terminal of the battery 32. 
With the detector track relayS TIDA and TDB 

as well as the stick relay Spicked up, the right 
of-way track circuits for the respective tracks A 
and B are closed to energize their respective track 
relays-5ICAs-and 5TB--, - • 
More specificall?, the track: relay TTA: jis ener 

gized by a circuit closed from the positive ter 
minal of the track battery 5, over the lower rail 
of track section 6, front contact 50 of detector 
track relay TIDA, wire 5i, wire 52, front contact 
53 of stick-relay...S, wire 54, lower rail of track 

bonded to the running rail 24. Aninsulated joint slö...Section.T, windings of track relay TA, upper rail 
25 is placed in the turnout stock rail 2 opposite 
the insulated joint f 9 so that, there will.be.no 
dead section as between the turnout stock rail' 
2 and the movable point 6. 

rail 26 associated with the switch SA: 
A similar set of insulatirigidints are associated: 

With the switchSB at the right-hand end of ther 
crossover, as well as a similar arrangement of 

The iStated 
joints 23 and 25 thus form a turnout fouling 20 

of track section.T, wire 55, front contact 56 of 
stick relay S, wire 58, wire 59, front contacts 60 
of detector-trackªrelay "TIDA, upper raill of track 
section 16, to the negative terminal of battery 5. 
This energization of the track relay TA closes its 
front contact:6 so that the west bound Signal LA 
can be cleared Subject to the usualSignaling:COna. 
trols','providedini conventional:block signalling 
circuitSº; 

bonding. Particular attentionis-directed to the 25: In a like manner, the trackirelay TB is ener 
fact that an insulated joirit 27 is included-in-the 
türrhout Stock rail 28 °near"thi?*Switch*SB*S?“aS*t?° 
be opposite the insulatedioint 29 included in the 
movable point rail 30. These insulated joints 

gized by Iai-circuit closed from the positive sters 
minat, of the strack battery * 0, upper-railbfitrack** 
section, front contact 62 of detector track relay: 
TDBE wire 63 iwire 64 front contact 65 of stick 

23 and 27 thus form a turnout fouling rail section 303 relayS, wire -66, upper rail of track section 2 
3? associated with the switch'SB; 
The detector track-relays TDA and TbB have 7 

associated therewith a stickrelay Swhich has a 
suitable battery source 32 provided for energizing" 

windings of trackrelay TB; lower rail of section: 
2, wire 67 front contact: 68 of stickrelay Swire liv. 

69; wire-TO; front contact; T of detector track: 
relay TDB,?lower rail of track section f, to the is 

its pickup and stick circuits, as will be presently -35:negative terminal of the track battery 04. This 
described. - 
Under normaticonditions-of-trafitë the tracki 

switches SA and-SB are in "normat positions-for" 
mainline traffic. and with such prevatling normal 

energization of the track relay TB closes its front?. 
contact 72 td: provide that the east bound signal 
RBºmay be clearedšubject to traf?? conditions asis 
provided in accordance a with conventional blocks: 

conditions. the detector track relays-TDA and'48 signaling. 
TDB are normally energized 
More specifically, the detector track relay.TDA’. 

is energized by a circuit closed from the positive 
terminiaf óf the track batt?ry 9, through the upper* 

It'jS 2tbelieved:th?t :the-Ficharacteristics "Off the 
invention will be best understood by further deal 
scription of the track-circuit "organizatiön“ being 
given from the standpoint of operation during 

rail T of track A, bonding connection-33, turnout 45: the passage of traffic. 
foulingrail 26, contact"'34" ofswitch-circuit cons 
troller SCA in ra normativº closed-positiom, windiš - 
ings of detector-trackrelivIDA contact 35-of 
switch circuit controller SCB in anormally closed 
position: the lower rail 24 infmain track Ai to the 50 
negative terminal of the battery 9. 

Similarly, the detector track relay TDB is enerar 
gized over a track circuit from the positive-ters 
minal of the battery 3, lower rail of trackB; 
bonding connection 36 turnout fouling rail 3, 55 
contact 37 ‘’of switch circuit controll?r SCB in-ar 
normal position. windings of detector track relay 
TDB contact 38 of switch circuit controller SCA: 
in a normal position; upper rail of track B, to the 
negative terminal of the track battery-f3. 
With both of the detector trackrelays TDA'and 

TDB picked up a pick-up circuit "för "the sti?kº 
relay S is closed from the positive termitial of the ty 
battery 32, through front contact 40 of detector 
track relay TIDA, front contact 4f ofdetector-65 
track relay TDB, windings of stick relay Std. the 
negative terminal of battery. 32. This circuit is: 
of course normally closed; but wheneverit is." 
Opened, a stick circuit is effective to maintain the 
stick relay S energized under certain conditions to 
as will be later explained. Forthe presentiéis" 
sufficient to know that the stick-circuit for the 
relayS may be energized from the positive ters. 
minal of the battery 32, through"the contact 42 

60 

For example-letus assume that the signal LA." 
is clear and that a train is proceeding ini as west : 
bound direction over track A. When the train " 
enters the track section 7 the track relay A:is: 
shunted by the train so that it opens fronticon. 
tact 6 causing the signal LA to be placed at stop, 
As this train proceeds into the detector track:sec 
tiön? DA, the détectcör track relây TDAvis shunt?dª* 
in a manner that will be obvious from the-drawa 
ing, which causes front contacts 50 and 60 of this.' 
relay to be opened removing the connection of 
the track'section-6 with the track section. 7: Also, 
back contacts 50 and 60 are closed providing the 
double connection of Wires: 5 and '59:across the 

... Wires 52 and 58 to shunt the track: Section... 
Thus; the track relay TA is assured of continued: 
deenergization to hold-the-signal LA'at stop. 
When the train proceeds into the track' section. 

6, the traek:battèry 5 is* of coursesshunted and: 
even though the trairi has passed out of the ide-- 
tector track|sectiónDA and the trackrelay TDA 
has picked up, the track relay:TA's of the rights. 
of-way track circuit is maintained deemergized." 
until'such train moves-tó: the léft out of the 
track section 6; It is of course considered that': 
suitable; signaling circuits are provided in-cons. 
nection with the signal LA so that even-though 
front contact 6 is again closed, theasignal LA: 
will give the proper: indications: iri'. accordance 

of switchbox SCB in a normal position, contact: 75 with thestraffic conditions: 
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During the passage of the west bound train 

Over track A as above pointed out, it is seen 
that the opening of front contact 40 of the de 
tector track relay TDA does not deenergize the 
stick relay S, because of its stick circuit includ 
ing front contact 44 and switchbox contacts 432 
and 43. For this reason, the stick relay S is 
maintained energized and the front contacts 65 
and 68 are maintained closed so that the right 
of-way track circuit including track relay TB 
for track B is not affected by the passage of a 
West bound train on track A. 

It will be understood by analogy that a similar 
operation takes place upon the passage of an east 
bound train over the track B without in any way 
affecting the track circuits of the track A. This 
is for a similar reason, since the opening of front 
contact 4f while a train is passing over detector 
track section TB does not deenergize the stick 
relay S because its stick circuit is still closed. 
Should an east bound train be on the detector 

track section DB at the same time that a West 
bound train is proceeding over the detector track 
section DA, both detector track relays TDB and 
TDA would be deenergized opening their front 
contacts 4 and 40 respectively. However, under 
Such a traffic condition the stick relay S is not 
released by reason of the continued energization 
of its stick circuit. This is a necessary require 
ment since the east bound train might remain 
on the detector track section DB for some time 
after the west bound train has proceeded well be 
yond the point in the stretch of track where it 
would cause the signal LA to remain at stop or 
caution; and if it were not for the stick circuit of 
the relay S, the presence of the train on the 
section DB would maintain the relay S deener 
gized which in turn would undesirably hold the 
signal LA at stop. Thus, it is seen that the con 
trol of traffic on the tracks A and B is entirely 
independent while the track switches SA and SB 
are continuously maintained in their normal po 
sitions. Let us assume by way of example that an east 
bound train on the track B desires to make a 
switching movement over the crossover onto the 
track A. Such a train would of course paSS Over 
the track sections f2, DB and it causing the 
signal RB to go to stop in the usual way. The 
trainman then operates the track switch SB to 
its reverse position so that the train can proceed 
over the crossover. As soon as contacts 35 and 
37 are opened, the detector track relays TDA and 
TDB are both deemergized. The opening of their 
front contacts 40 and 4 allows the stick relay 
S to drop away since its stick circuit is also opened 
at switch box contact 42. As the train paSSes 
over the crossover its wheels would continue to 
shunt the track so that the track relay TDB 
would remain dropped away until the train has 
passed beyond the insulated joints 23 even if the 
track switch SB were restored to normal. It will 
of course be understood that, when the train is to 
the left of insulated joints 23, the detector track 
relay TDA is shunted and drops away. It may be 
that the trainman will restore the track switch 
SB to its normal position before operating the 
track switch SA to its reverse position, as might 
happen with a very short train or with a locomo 
tive on a long crossover; but, even though the 
switch box contacts of switch box SCB are re 
stored to their normal positions, the detector 
track relay TDA remains deemergized due to the 
train shunting the detector track section DA. 
Also, detector track relay TDB may be picked up 
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3. 
since the Switch box contact 37 is restored to its 
normal position, but the stick relay S remains 
deenergized since the contact 40 of the detector, 
track relay TDA is opened. Under this condi 
tion, the track relay TB for the right-of-way 
track circuit of the track B will remain deener-, , 
gized since the open condition of front contacts 
65 and 68 of the stick relay S removes the con 
nection of the track section f with the track 
Section 2. Also, back contacts 65 and 68 com 
plete a circuit through wires 66 and 67 to shunt 
the track relay TB. - 
The trainman may then operate the track 

switch SA to its reverse position and the train 
proceed onto the track A, it being noted that the 
signal LA is held at stop because of the deener 
gization of the stick relay S as well as the de 
energization of the detector track relay TDA 
and track relay TA from the time of the initial 
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opening of the track switch SB until the train 
has moved westwardly beyond the track section 
6. When the train has traveled to the left out 
of the detector track section DA so that both of 
the detector track relayS TIDA and TDB are 
picked up with both track switches SB and SA in 
normal positions, the pick up circuit for the stick 
relay S is closed and the track relay TB for 
track B. is rendered dependent upon the traffic 
conditions of track B alone, but the track relay 
TA is not re-energized until the train moves to 
the left out of track Section 6. ' - 
In view of the above, it will be evident that the 

signals of two adjacent parallel tracks are inde 
pendent of each other until the switches of the 
crossover are initially operated to reverse posi 
tions, and thereafter the signals for both tracks 
are held at stop independently of the position of 
the track switches until both detector track cir 
cuits associated with the switches become unoc 
cupied. In this way, it is impossible for a train 
or a locomotive to remain standing on the cross 
over with both switches normal without holding 
the signals on both tracks at stop. This avoids 
any possibility of a train moving over the cross 
over from fouling or interfering with the passage 
of a train on the main track it has just left, be 
cause traffic is held up on such track until the 
right of way is established as being safe. 
As above mentioned, with the detector track 

circuits thus organized, the turnout fouling rail 
at each end of the crossover and associated with 
its respective switch, is included in the associated 
detector track section in series therewith in such 
a way as to provide broken rail protection, that 
is, if this turnout fouling rail should become bro 
ken, the associated detector track section would 
be interrupted and thus betray the condition by 
reason of the continued deenergization of the as 
sociate detector track relay. 
In the particular arrangement chosen for the 

embodiment of the present invention, the condi- ' 
tion of the detector track circuits adjacent the 
opposite ends of the crossover as well as the con 
dition of the stick relay acts through the medium 
of the track circuits of the right-of-way to hold 
the respective signals LA and RB at stop with 
out the use of additional line wires for this pur 
pose. Also, it is assumed that each of the signals 
is provided with line circuit control which is gov 
erned in accordance with traffic Conditions in 
advance so as to give the proper signal indica 
tions in accordance with the presence of trains in 
track sections in advance. It will be appreciated 
that this manner of imposing the detector track 
circuit conditions and the associated stick relay 
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condition upens the signals is particularly-useful; 
and adaptables in connection with::coded track: 
cirquits:where-theresearce:no-line wiresinvoyed. 
Howeversit.fshould berunderstood that in 'some 3 

beto-alloy the passage of trafficipnits:trackspry 
providing saidstickrelay is energized. . . . 

4...In combination, two-parallel:railway trackst; 
eagb provided:With-an, insulatedtrack;section:a: 

cases it may be desirable tosomit the detector track: : crossover hayinga attrack switchat teach-end for: 
cireuit control from; the right-of-way track cirr 
cuitsaad include such control in the signaling lines, 
circuit. In other swords; the line circuit for sign. 
nal, RB for example would include front contacts: 

cQneçting saidi twQtrack, s?ctions:, insulating? 
joints for isolating the turnout fouling trackprailss 
of said cr?ssover-from?i said, s?çtiqras, a traçk?rci,KT -- 
cuit for reach: 'section: including: thaer-rails of itsis 

of-the-relays.TDBand Sinaimanner similar-to-103 section:and its associated turnout fouling rail...of 
thattir) which: the circuit for relay TBisscons. 
trolled by such relays. This is mentioned;so as to. 3 
bring out that the principless of the invention 
relating:to the nayek:Waysins which the detectors 

said gcrossover; in series swith the usual track-relays 
and source of track circuit current, means acting 
when the track SWitchest of SaidscroSS0Ye are 
operated to, reverse-positions to deepergize;both, 

tracks circuits for the opposite sends of a cross--, 15.5 of said track-relays a stick relay...having airpick; 
overgareinterrelated maybe;applied to various: 
types spfisignaling systems cand-still be within thes 
Scope of the present invention. 
Haying thus described attrack circuit organiza. 

up circuit including front contacts of Said track. 
relays and haying:a:Stick-circuit...including cont. 
tacts opened wheneye; either or both, of Said track 
switchessares operated to reverse-positions, ands 

tionsfor:a: crossover as: one Specific embodiment,209signal control, means for each track.governed to 
of thespresent invention, it is desired to be-un 
derstood that this form is selected to facilitater 
in the disclgSure of the invention: rather than to.. 
limit thesnumber of forms: which: it mights, as 

allowthe passagesoftrafficover:that,track.pny 
providing:said stick-relay is picked-up. 

5. Inria: railways signaling system for two part. 
allel-railway stagks, adjacent insulated track, sect 

summae; and; it is to be furtherunderstood that. 25:tions-on-eachtrack acrossover: hayingatragikº varios simgdifications, adaptations. and altera-- 
tions may be:applied to the specific form shown 
to meet the requirements;of, practice, withoutin, 
animaaner depar?ing from:-the-spiritor, sçope. 
of;the present invention except as limited by ther 30: 
appended claims. 
WhatI claimis: 
1.In-combination, two. parallel railway tracks. 

each provided with an insulated track section, a. 
crossover haying a track.switch at each end for 35: 
Connectings said: two, track:sections, a strack cire. 
cuit for: each section including the rails of the 
Section and the rails of said CrossOver on thead. 
joining Side of a common, intermediate point in 
Said crossoyer, as well as the usual track relay 40 
and a source.of track circuit, current...and means. 
operatings wheneither or both of said switches 
of said crossover are... reyersed for opening, the 
tragk circuit for each, of said, sections. 

switch; at each-end for connecting said two adjast 
cent tracksections, manually operable:means, for. 
individually operating, each track, switch, insul 
lated joints; for isolating the two turnout:fouling, 
rails-of-Said:croSSQyer:from Said track. Sections 
atrackscircuit forteagh section, includingthe, rais. 
of its section, and onesturnout-foulingrail of said. 
crossoyer in Series with the usual track-relay and, 
a source of tragk-circuit current, and means asso-. 

cil'evits when either of said-switches is manually. 
operated to :a::reverse-position for allowing the. 
passages of trafic Over Said-crossover. 

6.-In, combination, two parallel railway-tracks, 
each provided with an insulated tracksection a 
crossover having attrack Switchak each:end for: 
connecting:Said, two track sections;eagh...ofsaid, 
switches including the usual frog for one of the 
rails of the crossover an insulated joint in each 2-In.combination, two-parallel railway tracks. 45.rail of said crossover-attan intermediate point, each provided with an insulated track section, a. 

cr:QssQyter.haying atraçk, SWitch ateagh end fQr. 
connecting said: two., track sections, insulating, 
joints for segregating the turnout, fouling rails of 
said, crossoyer:from said track.sections, a track, 50. 
circuit for teach section...including:the rails of its 
Section and its associated, turnout fouling rail...of, 
said, crossoverin, series, with the usual track relay. 
and a sources of, track circuit, current, and means. 
operating, when either, or, both, of, said, track. ss. switches of Said:crossoyer-are reyersed for open. 
ing; the track, circuit for both track sections. 

3. In combination, two parallel railway, tracks. 
each provided with an insulated track Sectional 
crGSSoyer-havingsa, trackswitch;at each end for 60. 
connecting;said, two track-sections, a track-circuits 
foreaçh section includingstherails: of thes seçtion; 
and-the-trails, oft-said crossover on the -adjpining. 
side of a common intermediate-point of said-cross-s 

circuit means connecting the section of, crossover. 
rail, adjacentra-, SWitch, frog.to, the-main rail of 
the-associated track-section-including, that frog 
all-insulated joint in the turnout, stock rail near, 
the switchªrat-each end-of-said. crossoyer so, astQ 
provide a segregated-turnout fouling, rail, section: 
in, opposite-rails of the crossover on opposite sides 
of Said intermediate-point, and a track, circuit 
for each section-inchuding the rails of its section. 
and the turnout fouling rail, section of, said cross 
OWernext adjacent...its::switch in series with as 
track-relay and a source of track-circuit-energy, 
whereby a train passing over said crossovershunts 
the ttrack-relay of eachiseetion until the train. 
passes Said intermediate-pointinr,the crossover. 

7. In combination; two-paralleh railway tracks. 
each provided with an insulated, track-section, a: 
CrossOver havings attrack-switch at each end, for 
connecting said two track: sections each of said. or as well as the usual track-relay-and-a-source: 65 switches including the usual frogforoof the 

of track circuit currents means acting when either 
or both of said track switches of said crossoversare 
operated to reverse positions for:traffic movement 
over the crossover to deenergize both of Said-track: 

rails of the crossover, an insulated joint in each. 
rail of Said-crossOver attan, intermediate point 
circuit meansconnecting the section of crossover 
rail-adjacent ra switch-frog to the main, rail-of 

relaysiastickelay having a pickup-circuit closed 70 the associated:track, section including that frog only when both of said track-relays are energized: 
anda: having:-: at: sticki circuit? including: contagts: 
opened whenever either one or both of said track: 
switchess is3, Opeated:tor reverse positions;... and 

any insulated joint in the turnout stock rail near 
therswitch at each:end of said crossover-so as to 
provide assegregated rail-section in opposite rails 
of the:crossover on opposite sides of said inter 

signal controls circuits for each track controllas, 75 mediate-point, attrack-circuit for each sectionin. 
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cluding the rails of its section and the Segregated 
rail section of said crossover next adjacent its 
Switch in series with a track relay and a source 
of track circuit energy, whereby a train passing 
Over said croSSOver shunts the track relay of each 
Section until the train passes said intermediate 
point in the crossover, a stick relay having a pick 
lip circuit including front contacts of the track 
relay for each of said two sections and having 
a stick circuit including contacts opened when 
ever either or both of said track Switches are 
operated to their reverse positions, and signal 
control means for each parallel track rendered 
effective to allow the passage of traffic only pro 
viding Said stick relay is energized. 

8. In combination, two parallel railway tracks 
each provided with an insulated detector track 
Section, a crossOver having a track SWitch at 
each end for connecting Said two detector track 
Sections, each of Said Switches including the 
usual frog for one of the rails of the crossover, 
an insulated joint in each rail of said CrOSSOver 
at an intermediate point, circuit means connect 
ing the Section of crossOver rail adjacent a SWitch 
frog to the main rail of the associated track sec 
tion including that frog, an insulated joint in the 
turnout stock rail near the switch at each end 
of said crossover so as to provide a segregated 
rail Section in opposite rails of the croSSOver On 
opposite sides of said intermediate point, a track 
circuit for each detector track Section including 
the rails of its section and the insulated rail Sec 
tion of said croSSOver next adjacent its SWitch 
in series with a detector track relay and a Source 
of track circuit energy, Whereby a train passing 
over said crossOver shunts the detector track re 
lay of each detector track section until the train 
passes said intermediate point in the croSSOver, 
track sections at the opposite ends of each of 
said detector track sections included in a track 
circuit for its track, such track circuit having a 
track relay and a track battery at the extreme 
ends of the two sections forming the track cir 
cuit, a stick relay having a pick up circuit in 
cluding front contacts of said detector track 
relays of said detector track sections and having 
a stick circuit including contacts open whenever 
either one or both of said Switches is operated to 
reverse positions, and circuit means for connect 
ing the near ends of the track sections on each 
side of a detector track section for each track 
and including front contacts of Said stick relay. 

9. In a track circuit organization for a croSS 
over connecting two parallel tracks, a detector 
track section associated with each of the track 
switches at the opposite ends of the CrOSSOver, a 
stick relay acting when deenergized to cause the 
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signals for both tracks to be held at stop, pick up 
circuit means for said stick relay closed only 
providing both of said detector track sections are 
unoccupied, and stick circuit means for said stick 
relay opened. When either of the track switches 
at the opposite end of the crossover is operated 
to a reverse position, Whereby the contempora 
neous operation of a track switch to a reverse 
position with the occupied condition of either 
detector track section causes the signals for both 
tracks to be held at stop until both detector track 
Sections become unoccupied irrespective of the 
prior return of both track switches to their nor 
mal pOSitions. 

10. In a track circuit organization for a cross 
Over connecting two parallel tracks with signals 
for governing traffic over each of the tracks, a 
detector track Section associated With each of 
the track switches at the opposite ends of the 
crossover, a stick relay, circuit means for the sig 
nal of each track for allowing such signal to be 
cleared only providing said stick relay is ener 
gized and the detector track section of the as 
sociated track is unoccupied, a normally ener 
gized stick circuit means for said stick relay de 
energized when either of the track switches at 
the ends of the crossover is operated to a reverse 
position, and pick-up circuit means for effecting 
the reenergization of said stick relay only pro 
viding there is no train occupying said croSSOver, 
whereby the operation of either track switch to 
a reverse position causes the signals for both 
tracks to be held at stop until said CrOSSOver is 
unoccupied irrespective of the return of that 
track SWitch of the CroSSOver to its normal pOsi 
tion. 

11. In combination, two parallel railway tracks 
each provided with an insulated track section, a 
crossover having a track SWitch at each end for 
connecting said two track sections, a signal as 
sociated with each of said track Sections, a track 
circuit for each section including the rails of that 
section and the rails of said crossover on the 
adjoining side of a common intermediate point of 
said crossover as well as the usual track relay 
and source of track circuit current, means effec 
tive when either or both of said track switches of 
said crossover are operated to reversed positions 
for opening both said track circuits and for hold 
ing both said signals at stop, and means initially 
conditioned by the operation of either or both 
said switches to reverse positions for requiring 
both said track sections to be unoccupied Sub 
sequent to the restoration of both said Switches 
to their normal positions before either of Said 
signals can be cleared. 

ANDREW LANGDON. 


